We have studied the problem of determining the frequency of production of a single component and the frequency of delivery of that component to a customer which uses this component at a constant rate. The objective is to minimize the average cost per unit time of production setup costs, inventory holding costs at both the supplier and the customer, and transportation costs. The model allows positive production setup times. We prove that the ratio between the production interval and delivery interval must be an integer in an optimal solution. This provides the basis for a very simple, optimal solution procedure. We use these results to characterize situations in which it is optimal to have synchronized production and delivery, and discuss the ramifications of these conditions on strategies for setup cost and setup time reductions.
Introduction
The crux of just-in-time as it relates to the relationship between a supplier and its customers is the synchronization of production and shipments. One key question is the frequency with which these activities should occur in the presence of transportation and production economies of scale. We address this issue in the context of the linkage between a major assembly facility, such as an automotive assembly plant, and one of its major suppliers which ships directly to the assembly facility.
In this paper, we are concerned with only a single component produced on a single machine at the supplier and delivered at regular intervals (to be determined) to the assembly facility at a fixed delivery cost per shipment. (Later in the paper we relax the assumption of a fixed delivery cost
Correspondence to: Prof. C.A. Yano, Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48 109-2 117, USA. *This article was originally accepted by the Journal of Manufacturing and Operations Management. per shipment.) The assembly facility uses this component at a constant rate. This assumption is consistent with a just-in-time context wherein demand fluctuations are smoothed (see, for example, Refs. [ 1,2 ] ), and is especially realistic in automotive applications where the assembly plant uses paced assembly lines.
The supplier produces this component in batches at regular intervals (to be determined) which may differ from the delivery interval. The reasons for batch production in this context may include: (a) production rate greater than the demand rate, (b) administrative convenience, and (c) setup costs and/or setup times incurred because of multiple parts being produced on the same machine. Even though we are dealing with only a single component, we do not preclude the production of other components on the same machine, provided that the component under consideration can be produced at regular intervals. The objective is to minimize the average cost per unit time of setups at the supplier, inventory holding costs at both the supplier and the assembly facility, and transportation while ensuring no backorders at the assembly facility.
.I. Hahm, C.A. Yano/The economic lot and delivery scheduling problem This is admittedly a very simplified version of the problem, but there are many applications for which this model captures the essence and fundamental trade-offs. For example, there are numerous applications where a component, or a family of similar components is supplied principally or exclusively by a single source. Indeed, the adoption of just-in-time policies has made this commonplace. If the components are partially or fully customized, which is also quite common, the supplier needs to make decisions regarding the frequency of production of each customer's components. Representing an entire production process by one "machine" may be a reasonable approximation when there is an identifiable bottleneck, or when production planning decisions are focused on one stage of production, such as a final assembly line (at the supplier). Finally, direct shipments are the norm when product flows between the supplier and the customer are relatively high, and it is in these instances where coordination between transportation and delivery schedules has the greatest potential benefit. Even if deliveries are not direct, modeling them as such will capture the first-order effects of the delivery frequency.
Although our model is simple, it is useful in providing insights into the basic interactions between the production interval and the delivery interval. In addition, the model is simple enough so that we can investigate the role of production setup costs and times in determining the frequency of shipments. In particular, we investigate the question of how small setup costs and times need to be for synchronization of production and shipments to be optimal, given existing transportation costs. We study more general versions of this problem in sequels [ 3-5 1, but in these papers, the production sequencing and scheduling issues are complicated enough to obscure the qualitative impact of setup cost and setup time reductions.
In the next Section, we provide a formal statement of the problem assumptions. This is followed by a brief review of the literature. We then present a formulation of the problem which is simplified significantly by a Theorem which says that the ratio between the production interval and delivery interval must be an integer in an optima1 solution. This provides the basis for a very simple, optimal solution procedure. We use these results to characterize situations in which it is optimal to have synchronized production and delivery, and discuss the ramifications of these conditions on strategies for setup cost and setup time reductions. We also extend the basic model to consider capacitated shipments.
Problem assumptions
The assumptions throughout this study are as follows.
( 1) The assembly facility is scheduled in such a way that the usage of the component is effectively constant.
(2) Production setup costs and times at the assembly facility are assumed to be negligible, and therefore do not have a significant impact on the component ordering policy. This is reflective of many assembly environments.
(3 ) The component is produced on one production line or machine.
(4) A fixed cost and/or time is incurred at the supplier for the setup of the component.
(5 ) Inventory levels are reviewed continuously, i.e., this is a continuous-time model.
(6) The inventory holding cost at the supplier and the assembly facility are identical. Inventory costs are charged per unit time.
(7) Both deliveries and production runs are equally spaced in time, although their frequency may differ. The schedule is repeated indefinitely.
(8) The delivery quantity is exactly equal to the demand at assembly facility during the upcoming delivery interval. Thus, since the demand rate is constant and deliveries are equally spaced in time, the delivery quantity is constant.
(9 ) The delivery lead time is constant and deterministic and, therefore, without loss of generality, equal to zero. (We do not include the cost of holding in-transit inventory in the model, but this is a straightforward generalization. ) ( 10) The delivery cost is a constant (A) irrespective of the delivery quantity (i.e., each "truck" has infinite capacity). Later in the paper, a volume-sensitive transportation cost (finite truck capacity) will be considered.
Most of the assumptions are self-explanatory or are justified in the previous Section. We assume (6) because only the locations of storage differ. However, if the inventory holding cost at the assembly facility is higher than that at the supplier, the formulations and the solution procedures for the problem can be adapted with little modification.
The cost of in-transit inventory discussed in assumption ( 9 ) is proportional to the product of the delivery lead time and the delivery quantity, the latter of which is proportional to the delivery interval. Consequently, the cost of in-transit inventory is a linear function of the delivery interval, and this term can be incorporated into our solution procedure with a minor modification of the cost parameters.
The objective is the sum of setup costs at the supplier, delivery costs and inventory holding costs (at both the supplier and the assembly facility) per unit time. The decision variables are the lengths of the production (or setup) interval for the component and the delivery interval.
Literature review
Although a considerable amount of work has been done on multi-stage production systems with known constant demands, little research has been done that considers both the cost of inventory accumulation prior to delivery and the cost of transportation in the determination of jointly optimal production and delivery schedules. One reason why the former has been ignored is that many models assume instantaneous production (e.g., deal with all of the issues that we consider; they are reviewed at the end of this Section. In the interest of brevity, we will review only those models with finite production rates, and we concentrate on continuous review models because inventory accumulation and depletion are reflected differently in discrete time models. We first review pure production lot-sizing models, and then turn to models that explicitly consider transportation costs.
In continuous review lot-sizing models, policies are often assumed to be stationary and nested. A policy is called "stationary" if each stage orders at equally-spaced points in time and in equal amounts. A policy is called "nested" if, each time any stage orders, its immediate successors also order. These two properties together naturally imply that the lot-size at a stage is an integer multiple of the lot-size at successor stages. We refer to this assumption as the "integer multiple" assumption hereafter. With finite production rates, the delivery lag must be considered to prevent interstage stockouts. In the studies of Schussel [ 201, Taha and Skeith [21] , Schwarz and Schrage [22] , and Graves and Schwarz [ 23 1, it is assumed that a given stage does not begin production until its immediate predecessor completes an entire lot. Schussel [ 201 studies assembly systems in which a "learning curve" function reflects a decrease in marginal unit production costs with the lot-size. He proposes a heuristic decision rule which is based on the assumption that an integer multiple policy is optimal. Taha and Skeith [ 2 1 ] consider a serial system in which backorders for the finished product are allowed. They assume an integer multiple policy and solve the problem by examining all combinations of such integer values.
Schwarz and Schrage [ 221 develop a branch and bound approach for lot-sizing in assembly systems which is based on a set of modified inventory holding costs. They also present a "system-myopic" approach which optimizes an objective function with respect to two adjacent stages and ignores other multi-stage interaction effects. This approach is later refined by Graves and Schwarz [ 231, and Blackbum and Millen [71* The assumption of no lot-splitting (i.e., transever, since most production runs are short fer batch equal to production batch) in the afore-(maybe a week, but certainly not months in most mentioned studies may cause unnecessary inveninstances), the inventory savings from an integer tories. To avoid this, Jensen and Kahn [ 18 1, and divisor policy would be more than off-set by the Bigham and Mogg [24] assume that the invenincrease in transportation costs in most cases. In tory at a stage is depleted constantly and continprinciple, the model of Moily can be modified uously during the production time of the succes-(by including the transportation cost in the supsive stage (i.e., that units are transferred between plier's setup cost) to handle the integer divisor stages one at a time).
policy. Jensen and Kahn [ 18 ] do not use the integer multiple assumption. Instead they constructed a simulation model which calculates the minimum required delay of the initial startup at each stage and evaluates the average inventory at each stage in a serial system, given the lot-size at that stage and at the successor stage. They formulate a dynamic program in which the simulation model is used to evaluate each functional equation. They note that high average inventories result if integer multiples are not used and discuss a problem for which nonconstant lot-sizes are optimal.
Bigham and Mogg [24] present a heuristic procedure to determine lot-sizes for an assembly system under the integer multiple assumption. Initially, all the multipliers are set equal to one. Then an iterative search procedure is performed in which, at each iteration, the alternatives of increasing or decreasing (when possible) each multiplier are considered and the change resulting in the largest cost decrease is made. The procedure is repeated until no improvement is achieved.
We now turn to models that explicitly consider transportation costs. In the context of comparing direct shipment policies with peddling, where one truck makes deliveries to multiple customers on the same trip, Burns et al. [ 261 develop a singleitem model with the objective of minimizing transportation and inventory costs per unit time. Production-related costs are not included. The transportation cost consists of a fixed charge per truck, and the trucks have capacity constraints. While the cost of inventory accumulation prior to delivery is considered, it is assumed that production is not synchronized with delivery, so a simple representation for accumulation inventory is used. Under these assumptions, the optimal delivery quantity can be obtained by EOQtype analysis.
Moily [ 25 ] studies an assembly system where the lot-size at a stage is an integer divisor of the lot-size at the immediate successor stage. He presents optimal and heuristic solution procedures and shows that considerable cost savings can occur if this policy is employed under favorable conditions such when the natural (most economical independently determined) production cycle of a stage is shorter than that of its immediate successor stage.
We discuss the integer multiplier issue in the context of our problem in the latter part of the next Section. In our problem, an integer divisor policy would mean that the supplier produces in smaller lots than are ordered by the customer, and delivers them periodically during the production run at the customer. Practically speaking, howBenjamin [ 27 ] analyzes a problem similar to ours, but his models differs from ours in two important respects. First, he does not include the cost of inventory accumulation prior to delivery in his objective function (although it appears that he intended to, based on figures in the paper). Second, he does not account for additional inventories that would accrue when the production interval (or batch) is not an integer multiple of the delivery interval (batch). As a consequence of these two implicit assumptions, he suggests that the problem can be solved optimally by independent EOQ-type formulas for the production and delivery batches. Unfortunately, the independent solutions generally will not have the integer multiple property that is implicit in the formulation of the objective function.
Blumenfeld et al.
[ 281 study a problem in which the supplier uses a single machine to produce several components, each of which is shipped to a unique destination. Setup times are not incorporated. Their model allows each component to be produced more than once in each production cycle. Unlike Benjamin's formulation, it does include accumulation inventories that accrue when production runs are equally spaced in time, and when production batch sizes are integer multiples of the respective delivery batches. However, it does not include accumulation inventories that must be held if either of these conditions is not satisfied. Consequently, when their results are specialized to the problem treated by Benjamin, they arrive at similar conclusions. They suggest rounding the ratio of the production batch to the delivery batch to obtain an integer multiple, but do not indicate how the rounding should be accomplished. For the case of Ncomponents with identical cost and demand characteristics, they present results for the special case in which the machine is 100% utilized. Unfortunately, for this case, the results do not specialize to the case of N= 1.
Our model and results differ from earlier research in several ways. First, unlike most of the pure production lot-sizing literature, we explicitly model the finite production rate at the supplier, and thereby also capture the impact of inventory that must be accumulated prior to each delivery. Second, we incorporate transportation costs for the movement of goods between the two facilities, and these movements may occur at times other than the start of production runs. Finally, we prove that for any solution with a rational multiplier, we can construct a better solution with the integer multiple property. Thus, with the possible exception of policies with irrational multipliers (which, incidentally, are impossible to implement), optimal solutions must have the integer multiple property. We use this fact to construct an exact objective function. Moreover, we explicitly constrain the solution to those with integer multipliers. Consequently, unlike the several papers that consider transportation costs, we provide truly optimal results.
It is useful to point out that several of the above authors have used their analyses of single-item systems to form a foundation for studies of more complex systems [ 29-311. Thus, since our results are exact, yet easy to interpret and apply, they can be incorporated easily into more realistic models.
Formulation
Notation: D = demand per unit time, T = production interval (time between setups ) , R = delivery interval (time between deliveries), PA = processing time per unit, = delivery cost, S = setup cost, h = inventory holding cost per unit per unit time, s = setup time. Without loss of generality, the time period is assumed to be a year, and T, R, s, and p are expressed as a fraction of a year. The two decision variables are T and R. Figure 1 shows a plot of inventory levels at the supplier and assembly facility for a case where T= 3R. Even with deterministic demand, the problem becomes very complicated if T is a non-integer multiple of R. In addition, a non-integer-multiple policy is difficult to implement. We prove that an optimal policy has T= MR with M integer. Let [xl denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. Theorem 1. Let it4 be non-integer but a positive rational number and let M' =rw.
Then, TC(M,R) -TC(M',R)>O
for any M and R, where TC is the total cost per unit time.
Proof. See Appendix A. The theorem states that it is less expensive to round the value of M to the next larger integer than to use a non-integer value of M. Therefore, we can formulate the problem in terms of alternate decision variables R and M, where T=MR for some positive integer M.
Note that, in Fig. 1 , the inventory level at the supplier does not follow the usual sawtooth pattern even though the end usage is deterministic and constant over time. Moreover, the inventory depends on p (processing time per unit ), which complicates the calculation of average inventory at the supplier.
The average inventory at the assembly facility is given by $DR. Some algebra will show that the average inventory level at the supplier is given by jDT( 1 -pD) +pD2R-;DR.
Although the detailed derivation of the above formula is complicated, it has a simple intuitive explanation. The average total inventory in the two locations clearly must be at least as large as in the standard economic production quantity (EPQ ) model, but the only difference in our model is the inventory accumulation prior to each delivery. In our model, the supplier must have the entire DR units available pDR time units earlier than if the supplier and assembly facility were at the same site, and the associated cost is incurred in all delivery intervals (each with duration R ) . The resulting incremental inventory per unit time is pD2R. (It is instructive to point out that the incremental inventory is not tpD2R because the entire quantity DR, and not just half of it, must be available pDR time units earlier than in the EPQ model.) To determine the inventory at the supplier, we must then subtract the inventory at the assembly facility from the total inventory. The three terms in the above expression reflect the average inventory in the EPQ model, the adjustment for accumulation inventory, and the adjustment for inventory at the assembly facility, respectively.
A setup cost S is incurred every T time units and the delivery cost A is incurred every R time units. Therefore, the corresponding average costs per unit time are S/T and A/R, respectively. Therefore, the total controllable cost per unit time is ;+;D(T-PDT-R)h+pD'Rh+1DRh+$, which simplifies to where (Y= + ( 1 -pD)Dh and /3=pD2h. Note that a! and /I are parameters that depend only upon the problem data.
Note that the objective function is divided into two parts: A part associated with the production interval (T), and a part associated with the delivery interval (R) . The first part represents the cost when deliveries are ignored, while the second part represents costs incurred solely because of the delivery interval: /?R (the additional average inventory holding cost incurred because of the delivery interval R) and A/R (the average delivery cost per unit time). If we consider the two parts separately, T would be determined by a trade-off between the setup cost and a portion of the inventory holding cost and R would be determined by a similar trade-off between the delivery cost and the remaining inventory holding cost. If the resulting value of T/R is an integer, these T and R values are optimal if a certain condition (which will be discussed later) holds. However, T/R is unlikely to be an integer. Therefore, we need a systematic approach to adjust the values of T and R while keeping the cost as low as possible.
The interpretation of the objective function discussed above leads us to another way to construct the expression for inventory holding costs. Figure 2 shows the total inventory at the two locations as a function of time. The area under the inventory curve during the production interval is 4 (1 -pD)DT2+pD2RT. If we ignore deliveries, the area under the inventory curve during a duration T is $ ( 1 -pD) 
DT2.
On the other hand, if we consider deliveries, the issue of "availability" arises. That is, at each delivery time, the delivery amount must be available at the supplier. Therefore, the supplier must start production at least pDR time before the inventory level reaches zero at the assembly facility. Henceforth, we will refer to the amount of time between the start of production and the zeroinventory point as "earliness".
When the production interval is T, a little algebra shows that the increase in the area under the inventory curve caused by earliness is eDT and e must be greater than or equal to pDR. However, in a single component model, there is no reason to set the value of e greater than pDR. Therefore, in this model, e is equal to pDR, and the increase in the area under the inventory curve in this model is pD2RT. As a result, the average inventory caused by earliness is pD2R, and the average inventory cost per unit time is pD2Rh, which is equivalent to j3R.
We assume that just after a setup, production starts immediately and continues without interruption until the scheduled amount is produced. The next setup starts after T time units has elapsed. Therefore, T must be larger than sum of the setup time and the production time, i.e.,
T>s+pDT
or TaL 1 -pD'
We now give the formulation.
Minimize: g+ cuT+ j?R + $.
Subject to: T=MR, T 27, M>l, integer,
where CX= t( 1 -pD)Dh, P=pD2h, and r=s/
(1 -PD).
Solution approach
The objective function is not guaranteed to be jointly convex in Mand R, so standard nonlinear programming techniques do not apply. However, it is possible to define a region which contains the optimum values so that we can restrict our attention to that set.
Let T' = max { fi, r} and R' = $@. Also letM'=T'/R',M,=LM']andM,=rM'1,where LxJ denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. We have the following result: At most two values of M satisfy inequality ( 1). For a given value of M, the objective function is convex in R. Therefore, the objective function has a unique minimum and the optimal solution can be obtained accordingly.
Conditions for optimal@ of synchronized production and delivery
The results in the previous Section can be used to analyze the impact of various parameters on the solution and its cost. In this Section, we use the results to characterize conditions in which the optimal solution has M*= 1, i.e., production and delivery are perfectly synchronized. The results indicate how much production setup costs and setup times must be reduced in order to have an optimal solution that has "just-in-time" characteristics. Derivations are straightforward and are, therefore, omitted.
Casel:O<M'il
Using the definitions of T' and R' it is straightforward to show that M' < 1 iff The first condition says that the setup cost must be sufficiently small in comparison to the transportation cost. Note that the condition becomes tighter as pD increases. Thus, if the goal is to achieve synchronization, it is more important to reduce setup costs for products that consume a large portion of the machine capacity. The sec-ond condition says that the setup time must be sufficiently small in comparison to the square root of the transportation cost in order for M= 1 to be optimal. For a given D, the constraint becomes tighter as the production time, p, increases. Thus, it is more important to reduce the setup times of products with long processing times. 
Case 2: I GM' < 2 and TC(I,R*(l)) G

R*(2)4(S+2A)/2(2a+j?).
In this case, the condition
can be simplified to A/(S+A) 2pD. Writing S= yA (i.e., y is the ratio of the setup cost to the transportation cost), this can be expressed as
Thus, to ensure that M* = 1, the ratio of setup cost to transportation cost cannot exceed a value which is decreasing with the capacity utilization of the product. Once again, capacity utilization is a key factor.
Subcase (b):
R*(l)=J(S+A)/(cu+j3), R*(2)=2/2.
The condition TC(l,R*(l))<TC(2,R*(2)) reduces to
Note that the left hand side is convex in r. This condition will be satisfied for all r if it is satisfied when the left hand side achieves its minimum. Thus, making appropriate substitutions, a more restrictive but simpler condition is A/ (S+A) >pD, which is the same as the condition given in subcase (a). Consequently M*= 1 over a broader range of parameters in subcase (b) than in subcase (a).
Subcase (c):
For this case, the condition becomes
The right hand side of this inequality is convex in r. Thus, if the inequality is not satisfied when the right hand side is minimum, it will never be satisfied. Making appropriate substitutions, this implies that in this case, M*= 1 will never be optimal if
Note the similarity of this condition to those mentioned earlier and the divergent implications of the condition in subcases (b) and (c). It is apparent that characteristics of the optimal solution depend heavily upon how the setup time affects the value ofR*( 1) and R*(2).
Subcase (d):
In this instance, the condition simplifies to 2Ap>, r2 or equivalently
This says, among other things, that the setup time must be less than a value that increases as the square root of the transportation cost. These results can be used by managers to determine where setup-related improvements should be focused in the quest for "just-in-time".
Extension to a fixed-charge-per-truck transportation cost
Initially, we assumed that the delivery cost (A) is a constant independent of the delivery quantity. We now relax this assumption and assume instead that the delivery cost (A) is a constant independent of the delivery quantity ifit is less than or equal to the truck capacity. This is a realistic representation of transportation costs if goods are being shipped at full-truckload rates, or under a contract with point-to-point charges. The truck capacity is defined as the maximum quantity a truck can deliver at a time. Thus, since demand is constant, there is a delivery interval corresponding to the truck capacity and we detine p to be this interval. Therefore, if we make a delivery every R time units, the delivery cost for each delivery is ArR/Pl where rxl is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. The formulation becomes:
Lemma 1. Let R* be an optimal value of R in problem (3). Then, R*<P.
Proof. See Appendix C.
Note that the last term in the objective function properly accounts for the transportation cost by charging A for each truck shipped, irrespective of how full it is. With such a cost structure, it is never optimal to ship more than one truck at a time (under the assumption of deterministic demand) because inventory costs will increase without a corresponding offset in transportation costs. Therefore, we can restrict our attention to values of R less than or equal to p and the formulation of this problem can be simplified as follows:
Minimize: $+ cx T+ /lR + a, (SE-l ) Subject to: T> 2, RQ, T=M-R, Ma 1, integer.
The solution procedure for problem (SE) is similar to that of (S 1 ), and is stated in the theorem below. The optimal value of M for problem (SE) is either M1 or M2. Also, the optimal value of R is either R*(M,) or R* (M,) , where
Proof. See Appendix D.
The solution procedure for this extension follows directly from Theorem 3.
Conclusions
We have investigated a deterministic, continuous-time production and delivery scheduling problem in which one component is produced in batches at a supplier and then transported to the customer for use. The objective is to minimize the average cost per unit time of production setup, inventory, and transportation costs. For this simple model, we have developed a procedure which provides optimal solutions. Our analysis also provides a basis for determining when it is optimal to synchronize production and delivery, and how much setup costs and setup times must be reduced in order for synchronization to be optimal. We have also extended the model to allow for a fixed-charge-per-truck transportation cost structure.
Further research is needed to consider multiple components produced on different machines, more general transportation cost structures and transportation arrangements, including consolidation of freight from multiple suppliers. In se-quels, we investigate extensions to multiple components [ 3-5 1. Although these extensions treat more realistic problems, the combinatorial aspects of these multi-component problems obscure the fundamental role of production setup costs and setup times in determining delivery frequencies. We believe that the model presented here provides some important insights that can guide practitioners in prioritizing setup improvements in the quest for "just-in-time".
Appendix A: Optimality of a positive integer M
We show that a non-integer M cannot be optimal. If M is not integer, the earliness of the production runs may differ. Suppose the first production run starts exactly pDR before the first delivery point. Then, the earliness of the (i+ 1 )th production run is as follows (Fig. A 1) :
where Lx] is the largest integer less than or equal to x. The components produced in the ith production run are depleted at time iT=iMR. The delivery point just before this time point is LiMjR and the inventory level at this time would be ( iAd-LiMl) DR. However, the delivery amount (DR ) must be available prior to shipment, so the (i+ 1) th production run must start p [ DR -
( i&I-LiMJ) DR ] before this delivery point. As a result, the total earliness of the ith production run is (i&f-LiM] 
We can simplify f?i as follows:
Therefore, the average earliness is E= !~IIJ i .il ei,
where
The average earliness cost can be expressed as
where CY= i(l -pD)Dh and P=pD*h. As a result, the total objective function value is For a given M, the lower bound on the value of R is 6 because the capacity constraint requires that T= A4.R 2 5. Lemma 2 through 7 will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 2. R*(M) minimizes {TC(M,R)I MR B z} for a given MB 1.
Proof. For a given Ma 1,
Therefore, TC(M,R ) is convex in R for a given Ma 1, and has a unique minimum at R = R (M) .
Thus, if R < r/M, the constrained minimum is achieved at R= 7/M. Therefore, R*(M) minimizes TC(M,R). Proof. First, we relax the integrality constraint on M. We refer to the resulting relaxed problem as RES. We will prove that ) is monotonic in M. Proof of (iii). It is obvious that T' and R' are optimal values of T and R for problem (RES ) . A4' is the value of M which is determined correspondingly and it is therefore the optimal value ofM. 
